
Background: Volunteer of 12 years up to 2019. Over this period of service I felt the organisation 

became more motivated by profit, which is counter intuitive for a not-for-profit organisation. This 

was manifested in a number of ways but the most influential change for me was in the level of 

training and my subsequent capacity and confidence to carry out the role.  

Initially I felt very nervous in the role, but my training, mentor support and exposure to jobs raised 

my self confidence to a point where I though I was competent for the role. But then the training by 

professional trainers stopped and the responsibility for the training role was given to us volunteers. I 

was being trained by someone with knowledge and experience no better than my own. These 

trainers were unskilled in the role and didn’t have the background experience that the old trainers 

had.  

The role of an Ambo evolves and becomes more complex. I started to feel less confident in my role 

and the skills I needed were not provided by St John, who were asking me to go out into the 

community and perform a role for which a paramedic goes to university for four years to learn. 

I also observed that the standard of care being provided by newer recruits did not match that of 

those who had been exposed to a more thorough and professional training regime.  

The responsibility placed on regional vollies is not insignificant. Often without any support and a 

requirement to service the whole range of ambulance jobs that can be intense. The training received 

by a Paramedic far surpasses that of the humble vollie. And yet St John want to cut a few dollars 

from their training budget for those that need it most. 

I miss my ambulance work and would go back to it given the opportunity. But not in the green 

uniform. 

Thankyou for your time. 
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